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Northanger Abbey: Illustrated Platinum Edition (Classic Bestselling Fiction Books) -
Coming of Age - Kindle Travel Guides - Your best kindle store for finding kindle books
and accessories.
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https://www.amazon.com/Northanger-Abbey-Classic-Fiction-Austen/...
Unlike all the other books Austen wrote, "Northanger Abbey" is a careful balance of two
different styles -- a parody of all the lurid excesses of classic gothic novels (she even
lists a bunch of real-life gothic novels!), and it's a subtle coming-of-age tale about a young
girl who needs to figure out the difference between reality and fantasy.

Northanger Abbey by Jane Austen - FictionDB
www.fictiondb.com › Book Lists › Jane Austen
Northanger Abbey By Jane Austen - FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews,
awards, publishing history, genres, and time period.
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https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/jane-austen/northanger-abbey
Broadly comedic and brilliantly postmodern in its lampooning of a genre, the Jane Austen
classic Northanger Abbey tells the story of Catherine Morland, a naive young woman
whose perceptions of the world around her are greatly influenced by the romantic gothic
novels to which she is addicted.
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https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/northanger-abbey-jane-austen/...
The Paperback of the Northanger Abbey (Barnes & Noble Classics Series) ...
Northanger Abbey (Barnes & Noble Classics Series) by Jane Austen. Northanger
Abbeyâ€¦

Northanger Abbey - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northanger_Abbey_(novel)
Northanger Abbey is a satire of Gothic novels, which were quite popular at the time, in
1798â€“99. This coming-of-age story revolves around Catherine Morland, a young and
naïve "heroine," who entertains the reader on her journey to a better understanding of the
world and those around her.

Plot summary · Characters · Composition · Major themes · Literary significance

Northanger Abbey (Vintage Classics Austen Series) - â€¦
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Kindle eBooks › Literature & Fiction
Unlike all the other books Austen wrote, "Northanger Abbey" is a careful balance of two
different styles -- a parody of all the lurid excesses of classic gothic novels (she even
lists a bunch of real-life gothic novels!), and it's a subtle coming-of-age tale about a young
girl who needs to figure out the difference between reality and fantasy.

Booktopia - Northanger Abbey, Penguin Classics by Jane
...
www.booktopia.com.au › â€¦ › History & Criticism of Literature
Two other novels, Northanger Abbey and Persuasion, were published posthumously in
1817 with a biographical notice by her brother, Henry Austen, the first formal
announcement of her authorship. Persuasion was written in â€¦
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